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We report a B-mode power spectrum measurement from the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
polarization anisotropy observations made using the SPTpol instrument on the South Pole Telescope.
This work uses 500 deg2 of SPTpol data, a five-fold increase over the last SPTpol B-mode release.
As a result, the bandpower uncertainties have been reduced by more than a factor of two, and
the measurement extends to lower multipoles: 52 < ` < 2301. Data from both 95 and 150 GHz
are used, allowing for three cross-spectra: 95 GHz x 95 GHz, 95 GHz x 150 GHz, and 150 GHz x
150 GHz. B-mode power is detected at very high significance; we find P (BB < 0) = 5.8 × 10−71,
corresponding to a 18.1σ detection of power. With a prior on the galactic dust from Planck,
WMAP and BICEP2/Keck observations, the SPTpol B-mode data can be used to set an upper
limit on the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r < 0.44 at 95% confidence (the expected 1σ constraint on r
given the measurement uncertainties is 0.22). We find the measured B-mode power is consistent
with the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model predictions. Scaling the predicted lensing B-mode power in
this model by a factor Alens, the data prefer Alens = 1.17± 0.13. These data are currently the most
precise measurements of B-mode power at ` > 320.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of cosmic microwave background
(CMB) anisotropy are a cornerstone of modern cosmol-
ogy. After recombination at z ∼ 1100, the overwhelm-
ing majority of CMB photons have freely streamed to
observers today. The anisotropy we see primarily arises
from fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe
during recombination. Thus, measurements of these pho-
tons offer us a snapshot of the universe in its infancy.

The CMB is polarized at approximately the 10% level,
due to Thomson scattering off free electrons illuminated
by local radiation quadrupoles. At ` > 10, polarization is
sourced by quadrupole moments that start growing in the
primordial plasma and affect the local environment of the
photons and electrons as they begin decoupling during
recombination. Being driven by scalar (density) pertur-
bations, the resulting full-sky polarization field has even
parity analogous to electric fields, following a gradient-
like polarization pattern commonly referred to as “E-
modes”. E-mode polarization of the CMB has been mea-
sured with high precision by e.g., Henning et al. [12,
hereafter H18], Louis et al. [22] and Planck Collabora-
tion et al. [33], adding information to the temperature
spectrum [33, 39] both by approximately doubling the
number of modes that can be measured on the sky and
extending the measurement to smaller angular scales due
to the comparatively lower foreground levels in polariza-
tion.

In addition to E-modes, there are also odd-parity, curl-
like polarization pattern components, called “B-modes”.
An early prediction of inflation was that there would be
a stochastic background of gravitational waves on super-
horizon scales [9]. Such gravitational waves would im-
print a B-mode signature on CMB polarization peaking
at ` < 100. The search for the inflationary gravitational
wave signal in the polarization of the CMB is a mat-
ter of intense current interest, as an unambiguous detec-
tion would rule out some alternatives to the inflationary

paradigm and yield information on what caused inflation
by constraining the shape of the inflaton potential. The
best current limit on the inflationary gravitational wave,
parameterized as the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, is r < 0.06
at 95% CL [5], and comes from a combination of data
from BICEP2/Keck, Planck , WMAP , and other experi-
ments.

Finally, observers today see a distorted version of the
primordial map of the CMB radiation at recombination
due to the gravitational lensing of CMB photons by large-
scale structure. The small deflections introduced by grav-
itational lensing do not preserve the even-parity of the
initial E-mode map, and transform a portion of the E-
mode power into so-called “lensing B-modes”. The am-
plitude of the lensing B-mode spectrum depends on the
integrated gravitational potential, φ, along the line of
sight [37], making it a useful probe of the growth of
structure. In particular, the CMB lensing signal can help
constrain the sum of the neutrino masses, as larger rest
masses increase the expansion rate and thereby suppress
growth [1, 27].

The first measurement of lensing B-modes came from
cross-correlating the observed B-modes to a template
constructed from CMB E-modes and a CIB-derived φ
map, as described in Hanson et al. [10]. Since then,
direct measurements of the CMB B-mode power spec-
trum have been made by BICEP2/Keck [5, 16], SPTpol
[17] (hereafter K15), POLARBEAR [3, 34] and ACTpol
[22, 25].

The lensing B-mode signal, while cosmologically inter-
esting in its own right, is also a contaminating foreground
in any search for inflationary gravitational waves. Im-
proved measurements of the lensing signal also facilitate
“delensing” analyses [18], whereby the lensing portion of
the B-mode signature can be subtracted off, leaving as
the residual any potential inflationary gravitational wave
B-mode signature [e.g., 23, 32].

In this work, we present an improved measurement of
the B-mode power spectrum in the multipole range 52
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6 ` 6 2301 from the SPTpol 500 deg2 survey. While
the analysis follows the methods in K15 closely, we use
five times more sky area in this work (reducing band-

power uncertainties by approximately
√

5), and extend
the measurement to lower multipoles in order to con-
strain the inflationary gravitational wave power as well
as measuring lensing B-modes.

We describe the SPTpol instrument and survey in §II.
We discuss the reduction of the time-ordered data in §III,
the map-making in §IV, and the power spectrum estima-
tor in §V. We test the data for systematic biases in §VI
and then present the resulting bandpowers in §VII. We
discuss the implications for cosmology in §VIII, and con-
clude in §IX.

II. THE SPTPOL INSTRUMENT AND SURVEY

The South Pole Telescope (SPT) is a 10-meter di-
ameter, off-axis Gregorian telescope located at the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station [6, 26] that was de-
signed to make high-precision maps of the CMB with
arcminute-scale resolution. The SPTpol instrument re-
placed the earlier SPT-SZ instrument and was used for
observations on the SPT from early 2012 to the end of
2016 (this work uses data through 2015). SPTpol con-
sists of 1536 polarization-sensitive transition edge sensor
(TES) bolometers cooled to 250 mK; 1176 with bands
centered at 150 GHz and 360 at 95 GHz. Pairs of these
bolometers that are fed by a common feedhorn form op-
tical pixels, with each bolometer coupled to orthogonal
linear polarizations. Full information on the detectors
can be found in Henning et al. [11] and Sayre et al. [35].

This work uses SPTpol observations of a 500 deg2 field
spanning -50 to -65 degrees in declination and 22h to 2h
in right ascension. The 150 GHz data was previously used
in the E-mode power spectrum measurement by Henning
et al. [12], and we refer the reader to that work for a de-
tailed description of the observing strategy. Briefly, we
observe the field with a series of back-and-forth raster
scans at constant declination, following each raster scan
by an approximately 9 arcminute declination step un-
til the full declination range has been covered. Starting
declinations are staggered or “dithered” between obser-
vations to smooth out the coverage pattern of the field.
From April 2013 to May 2014, we observed the field using
a “lead-trail” scan strategy which split the field in half in
right ascension. From May 2014 onwards, we moved to
a full field scan strategy. With a full field scan, we could
increase the scan speed (and shift sky signals of interest
to higher frequencies) at the cost of losing the ability to
difference the two half-maps to remove any ground con-
tamination. Note that we find no indication of significant
ground contamination and simply combine the lead and
trail maps into complete field observations.

III. DATA REDUCTION

The data reduction pipeline used for this work is based
on the one used by previous SPTpol power spectrum
measurements (K15, Crites et al. 7, hereafter C15, H18).
In the following section, we will present a brief overview
of the components of the data reduction pipeline, high-
lighting differences from the procedures used in the works
mentioned earlier.

We construct maps using the same procedure as out-
lined in C15, K15, and H18. For this work our maps are
in the Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection with 1.5
arcminute pixels. Briefly, the reduced, weighted detector
time-ordered-data are bandpass filtered, combined with
pointing information, and binned into the appropriate
on-sky map pixel. Binned maps are then cleaned with a
second set of cleaning routines before being Fourier trans-
formed and the frequency-domain maps decomposed into
the E- and B-mode basis. The resulting frequency-
domain maps are binned into pseudo power spectra.

A. Calibration of time-ordered data

The first step is to clean, calibrate and characterize
the time-ordered data (TOD). The detector TOD have
some response to signals seen by near-by detectors due
to electrical ‘cross-talk’. Unlike K15 which dealt with
cross-talk at the map level, we begin by removing cross-
talk between detectors from each detector’s time-ordered
data. This process is described in H18, and is based
on building up a decorrelation matrix from individual
detector observations of the Galactic HII region RCW38.

Next, we calibrate the individual detector TOD to
CMB brightness temperature in a two-step process. The
first step calibrates single detectors using a combination
of the response to an internal chopped calibration source
and observations of RCW38. This process was first de-
scribed in Schaffer et al. [36] and used in previous SPT
results. We add a second step because we find that
calibrated, pixel-differenced timestreams contain excess
residual power at low data frequencies, corresponding to
large angular scales on the sky. This excess is believed to
be due to atmospheric fluctuations. To reduce this resid-
ual power, we calculate a small correction to each detec-
tor’s RCW38-derived calibration by finding the scaling
factors between detectors in a pixel pair that minimize
the low-frequency noise in their differenced timestreams.
For each scan across the field, we calculate the factors
cx,y that minimize the pair-differenced noise between 0.1
and 0.3 Hz for every pixel. To conserve the mean cali-
bration across the pair, we impose the requirement that
cx+cy = 2 (as cx,y = 1 represents the initial RCW38 cal-
ibration). We then take the average cx,y value for each
detector across all scans, considering only values where
0.5 < cx,y < 1.5.

It is also crucial to determine the polarization angle of
each detector. We use the same measured response angles
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and polarization efficiencies derived for the 100d data in
C15 based on measurements of a polarized source 3 km
away from the telescope. A series of systematic tests, de-
scribed in both K15 and C15, yield an uncertainty on our
per-detector angles of 1◦, along with a 0.5◦ statistical un-
certainty from the fits. A correlated error in the detector
angles will mix power between E and B modes, and is
handled by looking at the EB spectrum. The mean po-
larization efficiency is 97% with a statistical uncertainty
of 0.7%.

Finally, we calculate the weight that the time-ordered
data from each detector in an observation should be given
when making maps. These weights are based on each
detector’s PSD between 1-3 Hz.1 We difference left-going
and right-going scans before calculating this PSD to null
any true sky signal, and average the PSD across all pairs
of scans in the observation.

B. Time ordered data filtering

To reduce the contribution of atmospheric 1/f noise
to coadded maps, we filter long-wavelength modes, which
are expected to be dominated by atmospheric signals in
our data, from individual detector time ordered data.
We use as our filtering basis functions Legendre polyno-
mials, up to order 5 for lead-trail observations and or-
der 9 for full-field observations, the same values as in
H18. Each raster scan across the field is filtered over the
same range in RA, and the modes removed correspond
to spatial modes on the sky at a multipole of less than
approximately ` of 50.

C. Data cuts

We flag and remove low-quality or pathological data at
both the time-ordered data and map levels. For instance,
these flags remove data from periods when a detector is
not properly biased, or when observing conditions dras-
tically reduce sensitivity to sky signals. These cuts are
summarized below.

1. Time ordered data cuts

Before binning into maps, we remove data from de-
tectors with corrupted performance as determined by a
series of cuts that are very similar to those described in
C15 and K15. There are 96 (249) detectors out of a to-
tal of 360 (1176) for the 95 GHz (150 GHz) arrays that
fail cuts on each of our 4122 observations. For the set of

1 The 1-3 Hz frequency range corresponds roughly to ` ∈ [300, 900]
for a full field observation and ` ∈ [700, 2100] for a lead-trail
observation

remaining “live” detectors, we cut those with anomalous
performance according to a series of metrics measured
from TOD. The metrics are listed below in the order
they are applied to each observation, so a cut detector is
counted only by the first test it fails. The average per-
centage of detectors at 95 GHz (150 GHz) removed are
noted after each cut.

1. Timestream errors, like a failure to properly bias
the detector TES into its transition, readout elec-
tronics failure affecting the detector channel, and
un-physical calibration of the detector time ordered
data into KCMB units; 7.6 (5.8).

2. Anomalously low or un-physically high response to
either the chopped internal calibration source or a
dip in telescope elevation (which modulates atmo-
spheric loading); 2.1 (0.28)

3. TOD weights, thresholds are empirically set based
on distributions of weight values for all observa-
tions, which include variability of sky and telescope
conditions, to remove un-physical values; 4.3 (3.1).

4. Low-frequency noise, measured between 0.0 and 0.4
Hz in individual detector TOD, calibrated in KCMB

units. Detectors more than 4σ away from the mean
for all detectors in a given observation are removed;
3.2 (1.6).

5. Broadband noise, measured from the mean power
spectral density of all scans for each detector, in-
tegrated between 0.4 Hz and 3 Hz, with detectors
more than 5σ away from the central value being
cut; 0.6 (0.8).

6. Full pixel, which removes every bolometer whose
pixel partner was cut. This cut ensures that polar-
ization maps are not corrupted by an uneven sam-
pling of the Q and U maps; 3.6 (1.7).

In addition to the above cuts of a detector’s data for a
full observation, we flag individual raster scans where a
detector experiences a “glitch”, defined as an anomalous
difference (> 10σ) between two subsequent data sam-
ples. The distribution of sample-to-sample differences is
calculated for the entire focal plane for each scan, and
any detector with a difference more than five standard
deviations away from the mean has its data for that spe-
cific scan cut.

2. Cuts on low-frequency map noise

While we weight the data from individual detectors
according to their noise PSDs (see §III A), this will not
necessarily account for observations with unusual levels
of correlated noise between detectors, for instance due to
atmospheric fluctuations. We therefore also implement
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a cut based on the low-frequency noise in each observa-
tion’s map. We calculate the angular power spectrum of
each map’s Stokes T, Q, and U components, constructing
a metric, Ξα, defined by:

Cα,i`<300 =
∑
`<300

Cα,i`

Ξα =
Cα,i`<300

median(Cα,i`<300)
(1)

where Cα,i` is the angular power spectrum of map i
and α = (TT, QQ, or UU). We cut any map where the
low-frequency polarization noise is ten times higher than
the median noise, i.e. if either ΞQQ or ΞUU is greater
than 10.

After removing maps with anomalously high low-
frequency noise, we are left with 3628 good individual
half- or full field observations from a total of 4341 per-
formed between March 2013 and November 2015. Be-
cause cuts are applied independently to the lead and trail
maps from 2013, sometimes only one of a lead-trail pair
passes. We combine these orphan half-observations with
the nearest-in-time counterpart, and cut the eight half-
field maps where a counterpart can not be found. We
are left with 3620 maps, which, when the lead-trail pairs
are combined into observations of the full field, yields a
total of 2890 complete observations of the field: 730 in
the lead-trail format, 2160 in the full-field format.

3. Beams

We measure the instrumental angular response func-
tion (“beam”) with observations of Venus made in Jan-
uary 2013, that are convolved by an estimate of the ef-
fect of pointing uncertainties in the CMB fields. A two-
dimensional Gaussian is fit to each 1◦-by-1◦ Venus map
made with third-order polynomial subtraction, and they
are coadded with their best-fit peak pixels aligned. The
resulting two-dimensional map is then convolved with a
two-dimensional Gaussian with widths that are deter-
mined from fits to a series of bright point sources in the
CMB field, measured with nominal pointing information.
This second step accounts for the “jitter” associated with
our nominal pointing model. Thus the convolved Venus
map includes the effects of the true instrumental angular
response and the variations in pointing over the course
of our observations.

The small size of the Venus maps and the use of poly-
nomial filtering of the time-ordered-data mean that the
measured beam only has high-fidelity information above
` ≈ 500. However, as described in H18, we find that
the Venus beam profile at large angular scales is in good
agreement with an estimate derived using a separate
method of cross-spectral analysis between Planck maps
and SPTpol maps. As a result, we use the Venus pro-
files over the full range of multipoles in this analysis. We

take the variance among our 8 (13) clean Venus maps at
95 GHz (150 GHz) as our beam errors, with the variance
among the 8 cross-maps that include our 95 GHz maps as
the error on our 95 GHz × 150 GHz beam. We marginal-
ize over seven beam parameters in the fits, representing
the seven largest eigenvectors of the beam covariance ma-
trix. We find our results are robust to doubling the as-
sumed beam uncertainty in Section VIII B.

IV. MAP PROCESSING

We apply further processing at the map level before
calculating the power spectrum. In particular, we filter
out the monopole temperature leakage and signals fixed
in RA. For computational and coverage reasons, we also
bundle together many observations of the field into a bun-
dle map. We apodize these maps and mask bright radio
sources. We then convert the Q/U maps to E/B modes
using the χB estimator from Smith & Zaldarriaga [38].

A. Map bundles

In order to smooth coverage and reduce the computa-
tional demands for later processing steps, we combine the
maps into a series of 50 “bundles”. For each observation
format (lead-trail and full), we combine all constituent
maps into a single one and measure its total map weight.
We then divide that total map weight by 50 to get the
target per-bundle summed weight. We then order the
maps chronologically (by the start time of the lead ob-
servation for mis-matched lead-trail pairs) and combine
them sequentially until each bundle is as close as possible
to the target per-bundle weight. The lead-trail-only and
full-only bundles are used in the systematics tests de-
scribed in section VI A. For the final data products, we
combine the first lead-trail bundle with the first full bun-
dle and so on until we have 50 bundles, each composed
of a lead-trail and full bundle, for both the 95 GHz and
150 GHz data.

B. Apodization and point source masking

We apodize the maps before Fourier transforming in
order to reduce mode-coupling due to a sharp edge and
to downweight the low-weight and high-noise pixels at
the edge of the map. For simplicity, we use the same
apodization mask for all map bundles. Thus we begin by
finding the intersection across all bundles2 of the set of

2 We actually use a larger bundle set, resulting in a smaller inter-
section region, to ensure that the mask is also appropriate for
all null tests. Namely, we include the individual bundles in the
lead-trail vs full and left-going vs right-going splits.
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FIG. 1: The B-mode sky maps used in the work, shown as transformed back from frequency-domain maps with all processing
steps applied. The top panel is 95 GHz while the bottom panel is 150 GHz. Both maps are noise-dominated on all angular
scales.

pixels with a weight at least 30% of the median weight.
The combined coverage mask is then reduced by a 4 arc-
minute border at its edges to reduce edge effects before
apodizing the result with a 90 arcminute wide cosine ta-
per. The resulting effective sky area after application of
the apodization mask is 458.3 square degrees.

While we will marginalize over an unknown Poisson
point source power in the parameter fitting, we choose
to mask the brightest sources (with intensity fluxes >
50 mJy at 150 GHz) to minimize the shot noise.

C. Map-space processing

At this point, we have T, Q, and U maps which we
want to transform into a B-mode map. Some system-
atic sources of apparent B-modes are most readily dealt

with in the map domain. Thus we project out a temper-
ature map template from each Q/U map and remove a
template based on the azimuthal signal before converting
from Q/U to E/B maps.

1. Monopole temperature leakage deprojection

Mis-calibrating the gains of two detectors in a pixel
causes a scaled copy of the temperature map to leak into
the Q and U polarization maps. This “monopole” leak-
age is straightforward to measure and remove in the Q,
U maps before they are transformed to E and B. To
estimate the leakage, we first construct two half-depth
coadds by adding up all even-numbered bundles and all
odd-numbered bundles. The resulting maps are crossed
to produce TQ and TU pseudo-cross-spectra, which are
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each normalized by the TT pseudo-cross-spectrum. Nor-
malized cross-spectral ratios are then averaged over a
chosen ell range, ` = 100-3000 in this work, yielding co-
efficients, Q̂ and Û , of the T-to-P monopole leakage. The
coefficients, Q̂ = 0.0263 (0.0162), Û = -0.0215 (0.0095)
for 95 (150) GHz maps, are insensitive to the exact choice
of ell range, but we choose the range where our expected
cosmological signal is maximal. Each bundle Q and U
map then has the appropriately scaled version of its own
T map subtracted from it.

2. RA template removal

We find evidence for scan-synchronous signals in our
bundle maps, with an rms of approximately 4 (1.5) µK
in 95 (150) GHz Q and U maps, similar in scale to the
signals in the 100d field, described in K15. To remove it,
we measure a one-dimensional profile by binning bundle
map pixels by their RA location and smoothing the result
by a 1-degree wide Hann window. The resulting profile is
then re-projected into two dimensions along the elevation
direction and subtracted from the bundle Q and U maps.

D. E and B mode maps

After applying the real-space processing steps de-
scribed above to our T, Q, and U maps, we decompose
them into harmonic space T , E, and B maps for further
processing and power spectrum estimation. We construct
the E-mode maps with the standard transformation [44],

E` = Q` cos(2φ`) + U` sin(2φ`) (2)

where Q` and U` are Fourier transforms of the pro-
cessed and apodized real-space Q and U maps, and
φ` = arctan(`x/`y). A generic effect of the E-B de-
composition with partial sky coverage is the presence of
ambiguous modes, which mix E-mode sky signal into the
constructed B-mode map. To minimize this effect, we use
the χB estimator from Smith & Zaldarriaga [38]. Our
final Fourier-space B-mode maps are thus constructed
according to:

B` =
F(W ((∂2X − ∂2Y )Q+ 2∂2XY U))

√
α`

(3)

where F represents the Fourier transform, α` = l(l −
1)(l+1)(l+2), W is the apodization mask and the deriva-
tives of Q and U are the intermediate χB maps. The
derivatives are calculated using finite differences with a 5
x 5 pixel kernel centered on each map pixel. The resulting
B-mode maps are shown in Fig. 1.

V. POWER SPECTRUM ESTIMATION

We estimate the B-mode bandpowers using a pseudo-
C` cross-spectrum method [see K15, 13, 42]. Starting

from the cleaned Fourier-space B-mode maps of the last
section, we average across the set of all cross-spectra
to measure the pseudo-spectrum. We then correct this
pseudo-spectrum for effects such as the finite sky cover-
age to create an unbiased estimate of the true B-mode
power on the sky.

The binned pseudo-C` spectrum is calculated from the
mean of the cross-spectra between all bundle map pair-
ings:

D̂x×y
b =

1

Nx×y

∑
i 6=j

∑
`∈b

(
`(`+ 1)

2π
Re
(
W`(B

x,i
` By,j∗` )

))
.

(4)
Here x and y denote 95 or 150 GHz, and i or j denote
the bundle number. The Fourier-space B-mode map for
frequency x and bundle i is Bx,i` , while W` is a Wiener-
filter-derived mode weighting. Nx×y is the number of
cross-spectra: there are a total of 1225 cross spectra for
the 90 and 150 GHz auto-spectra and 2450 for the 95 GHz
x 150 GHz spectrum.

This binned pseudo-spectrum D̂b is related to the true
binned spectrum Db by:

D̂b = Kbb′Db′ +Ab +ATB +AEB . (5)

We refer to these binned spectra as bandpowers. Here Ab
captures additive biases to the B-mode power created for
instance by the map filtering, while ATB is to allow for
effects such as very low amplitude polarised beam side-
lobes that are not in the simulations. In principle, Ab
should be written as a function of {CTT` , CEE` , CTE` } but
the temperature and E-mode power spectra have already
been measured to high precision so we fix Ab to the ex-
pectation for the fiducial cosmology. We remove ATB
and AEB by subtracting

DBB
b′ = D′BBb′ − (DTB

b′ )2

DTT
b′

− (DEB
b′ )2

DEE
b′

. (6)

In principle, the AEB term could be introduced by an
mis-calibration of the polarization angles, as discussed
in §III A. In practice, it is very close to zero suggesting
that the fiducial polarization angles are accurate. The
maximum value of this term for a 150 GHz bandpower is
0.001µK2. Note that we handle each spectrum (e.g., TT,
BB) independently for both simulations and real data,
and do not include off-diagonal blocks such as (TT,BB)
in the mode-coupling matrices. The kernel matrix Kbb′

encapsulates the effects of mode-mixing due to partial
sky coverage, and the suppression of power by the in-
strumental beam and map filtering.

A. Estimating the additive biases

We measure the induced additive bias in the B-mode
power spectrum by measuring the observed B-mode
power in a suite of 100 TE-only simulations (see §V E).
The additive bias can be understood by considering the
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ambiguous modes that are created by the interaction of
the partial sky coverage and edge apodization with the
polynomial filtering applied to the TOD. These ambigu-
ous modes mix the E-mode power into B-modes, partic-
ularly at low angular multipoles. Because the E-mode
power spectrum is tightly constrained and we can accu-
rately simulate the TOD processing, we can determine
the expectation value for the additive bias, Ab, using the
200 TE simulations. As with the real data, we first sub-
tract the T -B leakage estimate (Eqn. 6) from each indi-
vidual TE simulation. In the lowest multipole bin, the
additive bias is larger than the expected B-mode power,
quickly falling and becoming negligible at higher angu-
lar multipoles. Specifically, the additive bias is ∼35% of
the expected power in second bin (` ∈ [152, 301]), ∼10%
in the third bin, and about 3% at higher multipoles. We
also subtract the estimated Ab from the TEB simulations
used for estimating the bandpower covariance, with the
variations about the mean additive bias adding to the
sample variance estimate.

B. Estimating the kernel matrix

We also need to calculate the kernel matrix Kbb′ in
order to apply its inverse and recover an unbiased esti-
mate of the true sky power spectrum. The kernel matrix,
which includes the effects of binning, TOD filtering and
map-making, instrumental beams, and mode mixing due
to edge apodization and finite sky coverage, can be writ-
ten as:

Kbb′ = Pb`′
(
M``′T`′B2`′

)
Q`′b′ . (7)

Here Pb` and Q`b are the binning and un-binning oper-
ators [13] that translate between bandpower-space and
native ` space, and M`` is the mode-mixing matrix that
describes the `-space mixing induced by finite sky cov-
erage and edge apodization of our field. In this work,
given the relative lack of features in the B-mode power
spectrum at the current signal-to-noise, we make the sim-
plifying approximation that the mode-mixing matrix is
diagonal. The measurement of the azimuthally-averaged
beam B` was described in §III C 3, and T` is the filter
transfer function described next.

1. Filter transfer function

We estimate the effect of the TOD filtering and the
map-making process using a set of noiseless simulated
CMB skies. Each sky realization is passed through the
full TOD processing, map-making and conversion from
Q/U to Wiener-filtered EB maps. The BB power spec-
trum is then calculated for each of the 100 TE and 100
TEB skies (see §V E). The TE skies are required to es-
timate any additive bias to the B-mode spectrum. As
with the real data, we subtract the T -B leakage estimate

(Eqn. 6) from each individual TE and TEB simulation.
We subtract the mean TE B-mode spectrum from the
mean TEB B-mode spectrum. As we have assumed a
diagonal mode-mixing matrix, we simply take the ratio
of this cleaned spectrum to the product of the beam func-
tion B2` and combined CMB and foreground spectrum C`
as the one-dimensional transfer function T`.

C. Bandpower covariance

The bandpower covariance includes contributions from
sample and noise variance. The noise variance is esti-
mated through the covariance between individual cross-
spectrum realizations from our ensemble of noise-only
bundles, while the sample variance is calculated from the
scatter in the set of autospectra of the simulated signal-
only TEB map realizations described in §V E. Note that
these simulations are for r = 0. We combine these two
estimates together according to:

ΞXXbb = 2γb(S
XX
b +NXX

b )2

ΞXYbb = γb[(S
XY
b )2 + (SXXb +NXX

b )(SY Yb +NY Y
b )],(8)

where b denotes the multipole bin, X/Y represent either
95 or 150 GHz, and S and N are the signal and noise
power respectively. The prefactor, γb, accounts for the
number of modes in each multipole bin. For the noise
terms (both N2 and SN), we make the simplifying as-
sumption that the bandpower covariance matrix between
two different multipole bins b 6= b′ is zero, i.e. the matrix
is block diagonal. While we expect a small degree of cor-
relation between neighboring bins due to the finite sky
coverage, this correlation is minimized because the cho-
sen bin sizes are significantly wider than the expected
angular multipole resolution for the field size. Thus the
noise variance should be approximately diagonal. As a
check on this assumption, we compute the χ2 statistic
of our bandpowers relative to a fiducial cosmology spec-
trum with both the block-diagonal covariance and the
version preserving the noisy estimates of the off-diagonal
structure. We find a ∆χ2 of approximately 1 for the 21
bandpowers. We allow the sample variance terms (S2)
to have an arbitrary shape since the lensing-induced B-
modes should have correlations between multipoles. We
also stress that bin-bin correlations are included for the
beam and calibration uncertainties, which are dealt with
separately.

We add to the covariance an estimate of the 1σ varia-
tions in the T-to-P monopole leakage terms in §IV C 1.

D. Power spectrum calibration

As described in section III A, we initially calibrate our
detector data in units of CMB brightness temperature by
fitting to a known-brightness source. We further refine
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our calibration by cross-correlating SPTpol T - and E-
mode maps to the published Planck maps over our nom-
inal observation region, as described in H18. Because we
use nearly identical data sets and processing options as
in H18, we take the median of that work’s calibration
posterior as our 150 GHz polarization calibration factor,
P 150
cal . The uncertainty on P 150

cal is 0.5% based on the H18
posterior.

As H18 only used 150 GHz data, we must also extend
the known 150 GHz polarization calibration to 95 GHz.
We do this by constructing an ensemble of ratio spectra
between the 95x150 GHz and 150x150 GHz pseudo cross
spectra:

ε`,i =
C 95×150
` EE,i

C 150×150
` EE,i

B150`

B95`
. (9)

Here i denotes which cross-spectrum. We average each
ratio spectrum over the `-bins with inverse variance
weighting to yield an ensemble of ratio factors, εi, and
take as our 95 GHz polarization calibration scaling the
value P 95

cal =< P 150
cal >< εi >. We estimate the un-

certainty in < εi > from the spread in the εi ensem-
ble, and estimate a combined uncertainty of 5.2% in the
95 GHz calibration by adding the two uncertainty terms
in quadrature. We have also confirmed that the mea-
sured E-mode power spectra from these maps at 95 and
150 GHz are consistent with the reported bandpowers in
H18. We marginalize over two calibration parameters
in all fits, representing the 95 and 150 GHz calibration
factors, with priors set from the above calculation.

E. Simulations

A crucial element of our power spectrum analysis is
the use of simulated skies. We start with 100 Lenspix
realizations of lensed T , E, B skies, generated from the
Planck + WP + high L cosmology in Planck Collabo-
ration et al. [30], and add in Gaussian foregrounds real-
izations. The foreground terms include polarized Galac-
tic dust with a polarized power of 0.0236µK2 at ` = 80
and 150 GHz; unpolarised thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich ef-
fect power with an amplitude of 5µK2 at ` = 3000 and
150 GHz; Poisson dusty star-forming galaxies at a power
level of 9µK2 at ` = 3000 and 150 GHz and polariza-
tion fraction of 0.025; Poisson radio galaxies at a power
level of 10µK2 at ` = 3000 and 150 GHz and polarization
fraction of 0.025; and lastly clustered dusty star-forming
galaxies with a power level of 5µK2 at ` = 3000 and
150 GHz. The CMB and foreground a`m’s are combined
and convolved with a temporary detector beam profile.
The beam used in simulations is an approximation of
the production beam described in section III C 3, as the
beam analysis was not complete when simulations were

generated.3 At this stage, we make a copy of each set of
beam-convolved a`m’s and zero its B-modes, allowing us
to track the leakage of power from (T, E) into B due to
our map processing steps. The T , E, and B a`m’s are
then converted back into T, Q, and U according to our
field definition and projected onto a grid of cylindrical
coordinates at twice the resolution of our final maps. We
then mock-observe the T, Q, and U skies to produce pairs
of noiseless TEB sky and associated TE-only sky maps.
The T maps are identical between the two sets, while the
Q and U maps differ only by the lack of source B modes
in the latter set.

VI. SYSTEMATIC TESTS

We now turn our attention to potential sources of sys-
tematic error in the reported bandpowers. First, we look
at a suite of null tests to validate the bandpowers against
unexpected systematics. Then, we examine the sensitiv-
ity of the power spectrum to possible systematics which
were not tested by the null test suite. We find the BB
bandpowers are not significantly impacted by systematic
biases.

A. Null tests

To check for systematic contamination in our data, we
create difference or null maps that will null the true sky
signal while maximizing the potential systematic signal
for various potential systematics. For each potential sys-
tematic, we start from a set of 100 maps, order the maps
according to the relevant statistic, and then difference the
first 50 from the second 50 maps to create 50 null maps.
We calculate the bandpowers for this 50 null maps, which
should be consistent with zero in the absence of system-
atics.

1. Azimuth: The CMB field rotates relative to the
ground throughout the course of observations, so
by bundling maps according to the azimuth angle
of the ground under the field during observations,
we can isolate contamination from sources at the
South Pole station.

2. Lead-Trail/Full: In addition to changing the raster
pattern, which in turn affects the weights of full-
field maps, the switch from lead-trail to full obser-
vations included increasing the scan speed. Each
jackknife bundle consists of a lead-trail bundle dif-
ferenced with a combined bundle of full observa-
tions taken at a similar time in subsequent years.

3 The differences between the final and simulation beams are small,
typically at the subpercent level with a maximum fractional dif-
ference of a few percent.
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FIG. 2: The minimum-variance B-mode bandpowers from this work (blue circles) along with the B-mode measurements from
other experiments. The 150 GHz results for BICEP2/Keck [5] are shown by the green triangles. ACTpol results at 150 GHz
[22] are marked by the red crosses, and POLARBEAR measurements at 150 GHz [34] by the orange diamonds. The grey line
shows the prediction for lensed B-mode power for the Planck best-fit model, while the black line adds on the best-fit Galactic
dust power from BICEP2 Collaboration et al. [5]. The B-mode bandpowers from this work are the most precise measurements
at ` > 320.

3. Moon: Jackknife maps are constructed by combin-
ing bundles, without respect to lead-trail or full
observation strategy, according to the nearness of
the moon to the observation field.

4. Sun: Jackknife maps are constructed similarly to
the moon jackknife maps, except using the presence
of the sun in the sky, which occurs at both the very
beginning and end of each observing season.

5. Left – Right: Each of the Lead-Trail/Full bundles
is constructed from maps consisting of rightgoing-
only and leftgoing-only scans, with the two sets of
scans usually combined to get a full coverage obser-
vations. For this jackknife test, the rightgoing-only
and leftgoing-only bundles are differenced, to test
for scan-synchronous contamination that depends
on the direction of telescope motion. In particular,
rightgoing scans always follow an elevation step, so
any “wobble” in the telescope due to the elevation
motion would stand out in a right - left difference.

We calculate the probability-to-exceed (PTE) of the χ2

values of each set of jackknife bandpowers for each fre-
quency combination (95x95, 150x150, and 95x150) and
each sky combination (BxB, ExB, and TxB) relative
to a null spectrum. The individual jackknife test PTEs
support the case of no contamination, with only two of
the 45 PTEs outside the interval of (0.05, 0.95). As a
further distillation of the χ2 information, the PTEs rel-
ative to null of the combined bandpowers for all tests
and frequency combinations are 0.67 (BxB), 0.20 (ExB),
and 0.19 (TxB), and 0.38 for all bandpowers across all
spectra and frequency combinations.

In addition to the basic χ2 PTE tests, we repeat the
process described in K15, whereby individual “χ band-
powers”, defined as

χfsjb ≡
Cfsjb

σ
(
Cfsjb

) (10)

are compared to 100000 simulated ensembles gen-
erated from unit-width, zero-mean Gaussian distri-
butions. The superscripts represent the spectrum
(f ∈ {BB,EB, TB}), frequency combination (s ∈
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{95×95,95×150,150×150}), and null test (j), while the
subscript b represents a specific ` bin. We construct a
series of test statistics that probe various potential sig-
natures of systematic contamination, summarized in Ta-
ble I, and measure how often the statistic as calculated
from the simulated χ bandpowers exceeds the value from
a particular jackknife.

TABLE I: Null test PTEs
Test Statistic PTE

maxfsj

(
|Σbχ

fsj
b |

)
0.24

maxfsj

(
(χfsj

b )2
)

0.60

maxfsj

(
Σb(χ

fsj
b )2

)
0.92

Σbfsj(χ
fsj
b )2 0.13

Global 0.38

The PTEs listed indicate how often statistic in question is
higher in the simulated χ bandpowers than in our ensem-
ble of jackknife χ bandpowers. The global PTE indicates
how often all four statistics in from a realized ensemble of
χ bandpowers exceed the values from our jackknife band-

powers. The top row (maxfsj
(
|Σbχ

fsj
b |

)
) tests for spec-

tra that are preferentially positive or negative. The second

row (maxfsj
(

(χfsj
b )2

)
) tests for individual outliers. The

third row (maxfsj
(

Σb(χ
fsj
b )2

)
) is sensitive to null spec-

tra with a larger than expected number of outliers. The
fourth row is the total χ2 for all spectra, frequency com-
binations and null tests. The last row, “Global”, is the
fraction of simulations that have larger PTEs for all four
tests simultaneously.

We take the values in Table I, summarized by the
global χ2 PTE as strong evidence that our data is not
contaminated by any of the potentials sources of system-
atic contamination we investigated.

B. Other possible systematics

Now we turn to two systematics that are not tested by
the jackknives. In contrast to K15, we remove crosstalk
directly from time ordered data before binning into maps.
We also explicitely remove monopole T → QU leak-
age from maps before transforming into harmonic space.
Thus, the dominant sources of leakage are expected to be
E → B leakage from filtering. These leakage terms are
accounted for in §V A using the observed B-modes after
filtering the TE-only sims, with variance in the leaked
power showing up as additional sample variance.

Variations in detector responsivity as a function of the
observing elevation would not be detected by jackknife
tests. To probe this we generate half-map masks, start-
ing from the non-apodized mask described in §IV B and
zeroing either the portion greater or less than declination
of -57.5◦. The resulting masks are then apodized with the
same parameters as the real data mask and used to es-

timate two sets of power spectra. We find no evidence
of inconsistency between either set of half-map spectra
and the full-map spectra, with a χ2 PTE of 0.21 when
comparing the sub-field bandpowers and their diagonal
covariances to the full-field bandpowers.

VII. BANDPOWERS

The final minimum-variance combination of the debi-
ased bandpowers is compared to the results from other
experiments in Figure 2. The bandpowers for each fre-
quency combination are provided in Table II and plotted
in Figure 4. Above ` = 300, the bandpower definitions
are identical to K15, and the two sets of spectra are con-
sistent, with the uncertainties in this work reflecting the
expected

√
5 reduction in total variance from greater sky

coverage. Along with the bandpowers, both figures show
the same Planck best-fit cosmology described in VIII B.

VIII. INTERPRETATION

We now look at the consistency of the bandpowers
with the ΛCDM model. While the bandpowers in this
work are the best measurements of the B-mode power
spectrum above ` > 320, we do not expect them to sub-
stantially restrict the allowed parameter space within the
ΛCDM framework. However, these data are interesting
as an independent consistency test of the ΛCDM frame-
work and in the implications for inflationary gravitational
waves.

A. Parameter fitting

We use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) pack-
age CosmoMC [20] to fit the bandpowers to a simple
model of the form:

Dν1×ν2
` = rDtens

` (r = 1) +AlensD
lens
` +Dfg; ν1×ν2

` (11)

We calculate the two templates Dtens
` and Dlens

`
using CAMB [21] at a Planck best-fit cosmology:
{Ωbh2 = 0.022294,Ωch

2 = 0.11837, θ = 1.041042, τ =
0.0677, logA = 3.0659, ns = 0.969}, with

∑
mν =

60 meV. Details on how to install and use the SPTpol
likelihood and dataset are available on the SPT website.4

The foreground terms included are Galactic dust emis-
sion at large angular scales and Poisson power due to
polarized emission from extragalactic galaxies at small
scales. We have clear predictions for the Galactic dust
emission from Planck and BICEP2/Keck; there are only

4 http://pole.uchicago.edu/public/data/sayre19/
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FIG. 3: The measured B-mode power spectrum is consistent with the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model. On the left, we show the
posterior probability for Alens (Alens rescales the predicted B-modes due to lensing), finding it consistent with unity. In the
right panel, we show that the posterior probability for the tensor-to-scalar ratio r peaks at zero.

TABLE II: BB bandpowers, D` [µK2]

95× 95 95× 150 150× 150 Combined

`center ` range D` σ(D`) D` σ(D`) D` σ(D`) D` σ(D`)

102 52-151 0.043 0.123 0.018 0.032 -0.000 0.015 0.004 0.014

227 152-301 0.158 0.064 0.026 0.019 0.027 0.011 0.030 0.010

502 302-701 0.206 0.053 0.062 0.018 0.103 0.013 0.094 0.010

902 702-1101 0.313 0.081 0.106 0.029 0.111 0.020 0.118 0.016

1302 1102-1501 0.369 0.125 0.019 0.045 0.119 0.032 0.097 0.026

1702 1502-1901 0.162 0.217 0.249 0.075 0.054 0.051 0.119 0.042

2102 1902-2301 0.430 0.345 0.284 0.112 -0.045 0.073 0.064 0.060

The BB bandpowers.

upper limits on the Poisson power as of yet. The func-

tional form of these foreground terms Dfg; ν1×ν2
` for the

ν1 × ν2 cross-spectra is:

Dfg; ν1×ν2
` = Adust

`=80;150GHzfν1,ν2

(
`

80

)−0.58
+APois

`=3000; ν1×ν2

(
`

3000

)2

(12)

Here the top line has the expression for Galactic dust
and the bottom line the expression for the extragalac-
tic power. The frequency dependence of the Galac-
tic dust is encoded in fν1,ν2 which we assume to be a
grey-body spectrum with temperature T = 19.6K and
β = 1.59 [29]. Motivated by the recent measurements by

BICEP2/Keck on the same region of sky [5], we place a
Gaussian prior on Adust

`=80;150GHz = 0.0094 ± 0.0021µK2.

We also take the angular shape (i.e. D` ∝ `−0.58) from
the best-fit in that work. With only one bin across the
relevant angular scales, we do not independently con-
strain the angular shape of the Milky Way’s emission.
BICEP2 Collaboration et al. [5] also show that galactic
synchrotron is negligible on this field at 95 or 150 GHz
for the current uncertainties. We make no assumptions
about the spectral dependence of the extragalactic Pois-
son power and thus have three parameters APois

`=3000;ν1,ν2
describing the Poisson power at ` = 3000 in the ν1 × ν2
bandpowers. We note that of these foreground terms, the
data only shows a significant preference for the 95 GHz
Poisson power (∆χ2 = 11.4 for 1 d.o.f.); the others are
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FIG. 4: The BB power spectrum bandpowers from
the individual 95×95 GHz (orange squares), 95×150 GHz
(red diamonds), and 150×150 GHz (purple circles) spec-
tra. For reference, the expected lensed BB spectrum from
the Planck+lensing+WP+highL best-fit model from [28],
also used as the source spectrum for simulated skies, is shown
as the black solid line.

included to estimate realistic uncertainties.

B. Results

The SPTpol bandpowers are visually consistent with
the Planck best-fit ΛCDM cosmology with r = 0. As-
suming r = 0, we find Alens = 1.17 ± 0.13 which is con-
sistent with the expected value of unity. Allowing r to
vary as well does not significantly change the Alens con-
straints. The 95% CL upper limit on r from the SPTpol
BB bandpowers only is r < 0.44. The likelihood curves
for Alens and r are shown in the left and right panels of
Fig. 3 respectively. We also calculate the goodness of fit
of the model with r = 05 to the data; the PTE is low at
2%. This is driven by the three 95×150 GHz bandpowers
above ` = 1102.

Both of these results are robust against the assumed
Galactic dust prior. Increasing (or decreasing) the cen-
tral value of the prior on the Galactic dust power by
50% only slightly decreases (increases) the central value
to Alens = 1.14±0.13 (1.18±0.13). The resulting r limits
go to r < 0.39 and r < 0.46 respectively. Removing the
external dust prior altogether minimally changes the re-

5 Allowing r to vary does not improve the fit quality significantly.

sult to r < 0.43. Thus the results do not depend closely
on the details of the dust prior.

The results are driven primarily by the 150x150 GHz
bandpowers, and the 95x95 GHz bandpowers have lit-
tle weight in the parameter fits. We have con-
firmed this by removing each frequency combination,
95x95 GHz, 95x150 GHz, or 150x150 GHz, and re-running
the MCMCs. Without the 95x95 GHz bandpowers
(which appear high), the recovered 95% CL limit on r
is r < 0.44. The recovered value is Alens = 1.13± 0.13 in
this case; the slightly lower median value of Alens explains
the equivalent limit on r with less data. Conversely, drop-
ping the 150 GHz autospectrum nearly doubles the un-
certainty on Alens to 0.25, and triples the limit on r to
r < 1.40.

It is noticeable in Figure 4 that the 95 GHz autospec-
trum appears consistently high, and in turn, as noted
in §VIII A, the 95 GHz Poisson power is the only clearly
preferred foreground parameter. The default foreground
model in this work independently floats the Poisson
power in each frequency band, however a natural question
is what spectral index is implied by the relative Poisson
powers seen between the three bands. To answer this
question, we tie together the Poisson terms, assuming
that the source fluxes scale as a power law να. Note that
α is for the source fluxes, not the power. We set a uni-
form prior of α ∈ [−4, 0]. In this model, the upper limit
on the Poisson power at 150 GHz actually tightens by
about 40% (and zero is now excluded since the 95 GHz
result requires some power). The constraint on alpha is
very weak with a 90% CL range α ∈ [−3.2,−0.6]; the
posterior peaks at α ∼ −2.65. A spectral index in this
range is on the low end of what has been observed for
the temperature-selected sources in Mocanu et al. [24],
but a large number of synchrotron sources in that work
did have α < −0.6. We also note that masking sources
selected only at 150 GHz (as in this work) would tend to
drive this spectral index more negative. A alternative ex-
planation is that the mean squared polarization fraction,
〈p2〉, has increased going from 150 to 95 GHz. The ra-
tio of the median mean-squared polarization fraction at
these two bands from Gupta et al. [8] is 1.3; if one shifts
these by one sigma in either direction, the ratio increases
to 1.7. Such a shift in 〈p2〉 would have a similar effect
on the 95 to 150 GHz power as changing the spectral in-
dex by 0.6. It will be interesting to see if this frequency
trend in the Poisson B-mode power holds up with future
measurements, or if the excess power turns out to be the
result of a systematic bias in the 95 GHz bandpowers.

We also try fitting the data with doubled calibration
and beam uncertainties. As one would expect given the
relative size of the bandpower error bars to the beam
and calibration uncertainties, this has no impact on the
recovered r or Alens values.

Finally, we quantify the detection significance for cos-
mological BB power by looking at the probability for
negative values of Alens in a MCMC run at high tem-
perature in order to better sample the extreme tails
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of the posterior distribution. For the normal case, we
find P (Alens < 0) = 1.8 × 10−18, corresponding to a
8.7σ detection of positive Alens. In the absence of sam-
ple variance, this probability becomes P (Alens < 0) =
2.6 × 10−29, corresponding to a 11.2σ detection of lens-
ing B-modes. Lastly, to evaluate the detection signifi-
cance of any B-mode power on the sky, we drop sample
variance and set the foreground terms to zero. We find
P (Alens < 0) = 5.8 × 10−71, corresponding to a 18.1σ
detection of any B-mode power.

C. Constraints on primordial magnetic fields

Measurements of the B-mode power spectrum also test
models that predict primordial magnetic fields (PMFs)
or cosmic birefringence [e.g., 19]. Both effects have the
observational effect of rotating E-modes into B-modes,
thereby adding B-mode power compared to the standard
ΛCDM cosmology. Since they are observationally indis-
tinguishable in the bandpowers, we will only quote limits
on the PMF power here. These limits can be translated
to apply to parity violating processes as well.

We follow the approach of Sutton et al. [40], draw-
ing upon the vector and tensor PMF templates for the
CMB power spectra from that work. We add these tem-
plates to the calculated CAMB spectra. We assume the
initial PMF anisotropy is Gaussian distributed with a
nearly scale-invariant (nB = −2.9) power law spectrum.
Thus there are two free parameters: an overall power
normalization APMF ∝ B4

1Mpc, and a timing parame-

ter for when the PMF is generated β = ln(aν/aPMF).
Here, B4

1Mpc is the RMS strength of the PMF over
1 Mpc scales, and aν and aPMF are the scale factors at
neutrino decoupling and PMF generation respectively.
The chosen template is for B1Mpc = 2.5 nG. The tim-
ing of PMF generation relative to neutrino decoupling
impacts the magnitude of the tensor PMF modes. We
follow earlier works [31, 40, 45] and set a prior that
log10(aν/aPMF) ∈ [11.513, 41.447]. We find the improved
bandpower measurements in this work lead to a 95% CL
upper limit of APMF < 0.37. If we instead use the prior
range of log10(aν/aPMF) ∈ [0, 16.937] from Ade et al. [2],
the 95% CL upper limit becomes APMF < 0.42. As the
bandpowers have scattered high (i.e. Alens = 1.17± 0.13
in §VIII B), this upper limit from the BB bandpowers of
this work alone is equivalent to the limit of APMF < 0.36
for Alens = 1 that was found by Sutton et al. [40] for the
combination of Planck , POLARBEAR, BICEP2/Keck
Array and the earlier 100 deg2 SPTpol data releases.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We present a measurement of the angular power spec-
trum of CMB B-mode polarization from the 500 deg2

SPTpol survey. Using three seasons of data, we re-
port 21 bandpowers in seven multipole bins spanning

52 ≤ ` ≤ 2302 and three frequency combinations: 95
GHz × 95 GHz, 95 GHz × 150 GHz, and 150 GHz ×
150 GHz. These bandpowers represent the most precise
direct measurement of B-mode power to date at small
angular scales (` > 320), and range from angular scales
where inflationary gravitational waves may be found to
scales dominated by lensing B-modes.

We have performed a strict set of null tests to probe
the data for unknown systematic errors, and find no evi-
dence for systematic contamination. Astrophysical fore-
ground B-modes are a potential concern which we ad-
dress by marginalizing over a Galactic template (impor-
tant at low `) and independent Poisson power terms for
each frequency band representing polarized extragalac-
tic sources. The Galactic template and prior is based on
the measurements of Galactic polarized dust emission re-
ported in BICEP2 Collaboration et al. [5]. The data do
not require these foreground terms, except in showing a
3σ preference for Poisson power at 95 GHz.

Having found no evidence for systematic effects, we
quantify the detection significance for astrophysical or
cosmological B-mode power, and find the data rule out
no B-mode power at 18.1σ. Marginalizing over astro-
physical foregrounds but still neglecting sample variance,
CMBB-mode power, consistent with the expectations for
gravitational lensing, is detected at 11.2σ. We check the
data for consistency with the predicted lensing B-modes
in the Planck best-fit ΛCDM model by fitting for an un-
known rescaling Alens of the predicted lensing power. We
find Alens = 1.17 ± 0.13, consistent with the expected
value of unity in ΛCDM.

With bandpowers extending down to ` = 52, this work
is the first direct search for inflationary gravitational
wave B-modes with the South Pole Telescope. The band-
powers presented here lead to a 95% CL upper limit on
the tensor-to-scalar ratio of r < 0.44. This limit is close
to what should be expected given the experimental sen-
sitivity – we calculate the expected σ(r) for these mea-
surement uncertainties is 0.22. This limit is largely set
by the 150 × 150 GHz bandpowers due to the higher map
noise level at 95 GHz. We can expect further improve-
ments from the new SPT-3G survey on the South Pole
Telescope, a 1500 deg2 survey that began in 2018 and is
expected to reach map depths a factor of several deeper
than the data used here [4].
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